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	Text1: ACUP 2021 CATEGORY:GREEN SERVICE – Instituted changes in operations that impacted recyclable, renewable and, sustainable environmental resources; or communicated your green efforts to your customers. What adjustments did you implement that increased your green reputation?SUBMISSION FOR CONSIDERATION:Due to the nature of the decentralized campus at UCSF, built around three primary medical centers in San Francisco (and multiple additional satellite buildings and hospitals throughout San Francisco), Documents & Media regularly delivers & ships completed jobs to customers.While we regularly stock the needed new cardboard, set-up, and business card boxes to use, we make the effort to reuse paper case boxes and other clean, solid materials boxes we have received inbound to our shop to use for outbound jobs.We have created a large green circle label (Image A) that we affix on the reused boxes to visually acknowledge that we have reused a box, and by doing so, help encourage and contribute to the University goals of sustainably reducing waste.We normally use crumpled paper ream wrappers to help stuff shipment boxes, to keep items from shifting during transport.Which brings us to our submission for 2020.  Because of stay-at-home orders due to the COVID-19 situation, many of our staff found themselves working from home.  And because they were home, they started receiving more personal shipped goods at their home.So we decided to collect (Image B) the clean, undamaged/unused packing materials (air pillows, bubble wrap, etc.) to reuse at our shop to help pack outbound jobs that were being produced.Because overall work has decreased during this period, there have been less paper ream wrappers to use for packaging.  So these additional reused packing materials donated by our staff have helped and have also given an opportunity for those working from home to help in this area.We went ahead and posted this (Image C) 2020 green effort on our Instagram account (@ucsfdm) to let our customers know we were doing this.Thank you for your consideration.


